NEWS STANDARDS: 2017/07

IEC/IEEE 62704-2:2017 - Determining the peak spatial-average

0.00 €
Buy

specific absorption rate (SAR) in the human body from wireless
communications devices, 30 MHz to 6 GHz - Part 2: Specific
requirements for finite difference time domain (FDTD) modelling of
exposure from vehicle mounted antennas

IEC 60335-2-50:2002/AMD2:2017 - Amendment 2 - Household and

48.00 €
Buy

similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-50: Particular
requirements for commercial electric bains-marie

IEC 60335-2-64:2002/AMD2:2017 - Amendment 2 - Household and

48.00 €
Buy

similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-64: Particular
requirements for commercial electric kitchen machines

IEC 60335-2-99:2003/AMD1:2017 - Amendment 1 - Household and

48.00 €
Buy

similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-99: Particular
requirements for commercial electric hoods

IEC 60601-2-28:2017 - Medical electrical equipment - Part 2-28:

168.00 €
Buy

Particular requirements for the basic safety and essential performance
of X-ray tube assemblies for medical diagnosis

IEC TS 62446-3:2017 - Photovoltaic (PV) systems - Requirements for
testing, documentation and maintenance - Part 3: Photovoltaic
modules and plants - Outdoor infrared thermography

240.00 €
Buy

120.00 €
IEC 60695-11-2:2017 - Fire hazard testing - Part 11-2: Test flames - 1 Buy
kW pre-mixed flame - Apparatus, confirmatory test arrangement and
guidance

IEC TR 62453-51-20:2017 - Field device tool (FDT) interface

204.00 €
Buy

specification - Part 51-20: Communication implementation for common
object model - IEC 61784 CPF 2

IEC TR 63084:2017 - Nuclear power plants - Instrumentation and

324.00 €
Buy

control important to safety - Platform qualification for systems
important to safety

IEC TR 62453-51-150:2017 - Field device tool (FDT) interface

204.00 €
Buy

specification - Part 51-150: Communication implementation for
common object model - IEC 61784 CPF 15

IEC TR 62453-51-31:2017 - Field device tool (FDT) interface

288.00 €
Buy

specification - Part 51-31: Communication implementation for common
object model - IEC 61784 CP 3/1 and CP 3/2

IEC TR 62453-51-32:2017 - Field device tool (FDT) interface

168.00 €
Buy

specification - Part 51-32: Communication implementation for common
object model - IEC 61784 CP 3/4, CP 3/5 and CP 3/6

IEC TR 62453-51-60:2017 - Field device tool (FDT) interface
specification - Part 51-60: Communication implementation for common
object model - IEC 61784 CPF 6

204.00 €
Buy

IEC TR 62453-51-90:2017 - Field device tool (FDT) interface

240.00 €
Buy

specification - Part 51-90: Communication implementation for common
object model - IEC 61784 CPF 9

IEC TR 62453-52-32:2017 - Field device tool (FDT) interface

324.00 €
Buy

specification - Part 52-32: Communication implementation for common
language infrastructure - IEC 61784 CP 3/4, CP 3/5 and CP 3/6

IEC TR 62453-52-90:2017 - Field device tool (FDT) interface

288.00 €
Buy

specification - Part 52-90: Communication implementation for common
language infrastructure - IEC 61784 CPF 9

IEC TR 62453-52-31:2017 - Field device tool (FDT) interface

360.00 €
Buy

specification - Part 52-31: Communication implementation for common
language infrastructure - IEC 61784 CP 3/1 and CP 3/2

IEC TR 62453-52-150:2017 - Field device tool (FDT) interface

360.00 €
Buy

specification - Part 52-150: Communication implementation for
common language infrastructure - IEC 61784 CPF 15
120.00 €
IEC TR 63094:2017 - Multimedia systems and equipment - Multimedia Buy
signal transmission - Dependable line code with error correction

IEC 62841-2-1:2017 - Electric motor-operated hand-held tools,

240.00 €
Buy

transportable tools and lawn and garden machinery - Safety - Part
2-1: Particular requirements for hand-held drills and impact drills
168.00 €
IEC 60287-3-1:2017 - Electric cables - Calculation of the current rating Buy
- Part 3-1: Operating conditions - Site reference conditions

IEC 63035:2017 - MIDI (musical instrument digital interface)

240.00 €
Buy

specification 1.0 (Abridged Edition, 2015)

IEC 62271-100:2008/AMD2:2017 - Amendment 2 - High-voltage

384.00 €
Buy

switchgear and controlgear - Part 100: Alternating-current
circuit-breakers

IEC 60728-12:2017 - Cable networks for television signals, sound

168.00 €
Buy

signals and interactive services - Part 12: Electromagnetic
compatibility of systems

IEC 62656-5:2017 - Standardized product ontology register and

360.00 €
Buy

transfer by spreadsheets - Part 5: Interface for activity description
0.00 €
CISPR 16-2-1:2014/AMD1:2017 - Amendment 1 - Specification for radio Buy
disturbance and immunity measuring apparatus and methods - Part
2-1: Methods of measurement of disturbances and immunity Conducted disturbance measurements

IEC 62908-12-10:2017 - Touch and interactive displays - Part 12-10:

240.00 €
Buy

Measurement methods of touch displays - Touch and electrical
performance
360.00 €
IEC 62884-1:2017 - Measurement techniques of piezoelectric, dieletric Buy
and electrostatic oscillators - Part 1: Basic methods for the
measurement

IEC 62657-1:2017 - Industrial communication networks - Wireless
communication networks - Part 1: Wireless communication
requirements and spectrum considerations

360.00 €
Buy

IEC 61987-24-2:2017 - Industrial-process measurement and control -

84.00 €
Buy

Data structures and elements in process equipment catalogues - Part
24-2: List of properties (LOPs) of valve/actuator accessories for
electronic data exchange

IEC 61987-24-3:2017 - Industrial-process measurement and control -

84.00 €
Buy

Data structures and elements in process equipment catalogues - Part
24-3: Lists of properties (LOPs) of flow modification accessories for
electronic data exchange
0.00 €
CISPR TR 16-4-4:2007/AMD1:2017 - Amendment 1 - Specification for Buy
radio disturbance and immunity measuring apparatus and methods Part 4-4: Uncertainties, statistics and limit modelling - Statistics of
complaints and a model for the calculation of limits for the protection
of radio services calculation of limits for the protection of radio
services

IEC 60137:2017 - Insulated bushings for alternating voltages above

360.00 €
Buy

1000 V

IEC 61921:2017 - Power capacitors - Low-voltage power factor

168.00 €
Buy

correction banks

IEC 60364-7-721:2017 - Low-voltage electrical installations - Part

168.00 €
Buy

7-721: Requirements for special installations or locations - Electrical
installations in caravans and motor caravans

IEC 62952-3:2017 - Power sources for a wireless communication
device - Part 3: Generic energy harvesting adapter module

120.00 €
Buy

360.00 €
IEC 61057:2017 - Live working - Insulating aerial devices for mounting Buy
on a chassis

IEC 63028:2017 - Wireless power transfer - Airfuel alliance resonant

384.00 €
Buy

baseline system specification (BSS)

IEC 60400:2017 - Lampholders for tubular fluorescent lamps and

384.00 €
Buy

starterholders

IEC 61000-2-2:2002/AMD1:2017 - Amendment 1 - Electromagnetic

84.00 €
Buy

compatibility (EMC) - Part 2-2: Environment - Compatibility levels for
low-frequency conducted disturbances and signalling in public
low-voltage power supply systems

IEC 61851-21-1:2017 - Electric vehicle conductive charging system -

288.00 €
Buy

Part 21-1 Electric vehicle on-board charger EMC requirements for
conductive connection to AC/DC supply

IEC 62827-2:2017 - Wireless power transfer - Management - Part 2:

324.00 €
Buy

Multiple device control management

IEC TS 62997:2017 - Industrial electroheating and electromagnetic

360.00 €
Buy

processing equipment - Evaluation of hazards caused by magnetic
nearfields from 1 Hz to 6 MHz

IEC GUIDE 112:2017 - Guide on the safety of multimedia equipment

24.00 €
Buy

168.00 €
IEC 62561-3:2017 - Lightning protection system components (LPSC) - Buy
Part 3: Requirements for isolating spark gaps (ISG)

IEC 62680-1-2:2017 - Universal serial bus interfaces for data and

420.00 €
Buy

power - Part 1-2: Common components - USB Power Delivery
specification

IEC PAS 63095-2:2017 - The Qi wireless power transfer system -

420.00 €
Buy

Power class 0 specification - Part 2: Reference Designs Version.1.1.2

IEC 60695-11-2:2017 RLV - Fire hazard testing - Part 11-2: Test

0.00 €
Buy

flames - 1 kW pre-mixed flame - Apparatus, confirmatory test
arrangement and guidance

IEC 60287-3-1:2017 RLV - Electric cables - Calculation of the current

0.00 €
Buy

rating - Part 3-1: Operating conditions - Site reference conditions
240.00 €
IEC 60749-43:2017 - Semiconductor devices - Mechanical and climatic Buy
test methods - Part 43: Guidelines for IC reliability qualification plans

IEC 60870-5-6:2006 - Telecontrol equipment and systems - Part 5-6:

168.00 €
Buy

Guidelines for conformance testing for the IEC 60870-5 companion
standards

IEC 62271-100:2008+AMD1:2012+AMD2:2017 CSV - High-voltage

1080.00 €
Buy

switchgear and controlgear - Part 100: Alternating-current
circuit-breakers
0.00 €
ISO TR 80002-2:2017 - Medical device software - Part 2: Validation of Buy
software for medical device quality systems

IEC 60601-2-28:2017 RLV - Medical electrical equipment - Part 2-28:

0.00 €
Buy

Particular requirements for the basic safety and essential performance
of X-ray tube assemblies for medical diagnosis
84.00 €
IEC 63013:2017 - LED packages - Long-term luminous and radiant flux Buy
maintenance projection

IEC 60335-2-99:2003+AMD1:2017 CSV - Household and similar

180.00 €
Buy

electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-99: Particular requirements for
commercial electric hoods
240.00 €
IEC 60335-2-50:2002+AMD1:2007+AMD2:2017 CSV - Household and Buy
similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-50: Particular
requirements for commercial electric bains-marie

IEC 60794-2:2017 - Optical fibre cables - Part 2: Indoor cables -

84.00 €
Buy

Sectional specification

IEC 61921:2017 RLV - Power capacitors - Low-voltage power factor

0.00 €
Buy

correction banks

IEC PAS 63124:2017 - Tumble dryers for commercial use - Methods

360.00 €
Buy

for measuring the performance
384.00 €
IEC PAS 63125:2017 - Clothes washing machines for commercial use Buy
- Methods for measuring the performance

360.00 €
IEC 60335-2-64:2002+AMD1:2007+AMD2:2017 CSV - Household and Buy
similar electrical appliances - Safety - Part 2-64: Particular
requirements for commercial electric kitchen machines

IEC 60137:2017 RLV - Insulated bushings for alternating voltages

0.00 €
Buy

above 1000 V

IEC TS 63053:2017 - General requirements for residual current

288.00 €
Buy

operated protective devices for DC system

IEC 62288:2014 - Maritime navigation and radiocommunication

396.00 €
Buy

equipment and systems - Presentation of navigation-related
information on shipborne navigational displays - General
requirements, methods of testing and required test results
330.00 €
IEC 61000-2-2:2002+AMD1:2017 CSV - Electromagnetic compatibility Buy
(EMC) - Part 2-2: Environment - Compatibility levels for low-frequency
conducted disturbances and signalling in public low-voltage power
supply systems

IEC 61996-1:2013 - Maritime navigation and radiocommunication

360.00 €
Buy

equipment and systems - Shipborne voyage data recorder (VDR) Part 1: Performance requirements, methods of testing and required
test results

IEC 62388:2013 - Maritime navigation and radiocommunication
equipment and systems - Shipborne radar - Performance
requirements, methods of testing and required test results

420.00 €
Buy

396.00 €
IEC 60099-5:2013 - Surge arresters - Part 5: Selection and application Buy
recommendations

CISPR TR 16-4-4:2007+AMD1:2017 CSV - Specification for radio

0.00 €
Buy

disturbance and immunity measuring apparatus and methods - Part
4-4: Uncertainties, statistics and limit modelling - Statistics of
complaints and a model for the calculation of limits for the protection
of radio services calculation of limits for the protection of radio
services

CISPR 16-2-1:2014+AMD1:2017 CSV - Specification for radio
disturbance and immunity measuring apparatus and methods - Part
2-1: Methods of measurement of disturbances and immunity Conducted disturbance measurements

0.00 €
Buy

